
Created on Thursday 06 January, 2011

Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 223
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-223

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 225
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-225

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 310
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-310

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 321
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-321

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 3345
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-3345

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 3347
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-3347

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 3348
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-3348

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 414
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-414

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 435
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-435

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 554
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-554

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 666
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-666

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 712
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-712

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 738
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-738

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 739
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-739

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 743
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-743

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 745
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-745

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 760
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-760

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 761
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-761

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 783
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-783

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 798
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-798

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 800
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-800

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 801
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-801

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 815
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-815

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 920
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-920

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 931
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-931

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 - 932
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-932

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 B5200
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-B5200

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - Retors d'Alsace #5

Retors d'Alsace #5 ECRU
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-ECRU

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Retors d'Alsace #5 BLANC
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-WHITE

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 90mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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Retors d'Alsace #5 - 820
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-RA-5-820

DMC Retors d'Alsace is an extremely strong two-ply
shiny embroidery thread. Made with the best Egyptian
long staple cotton and mercerized twice, it has
exceptional quality. It doesn't kink or make knots
while embroidering and glides easily through the
fabric. Retors D'Alsace thread is perfect for traditional
embroidery, from the classical openwork to the
contemporary hardanger. This thread is also suited
for quick and easy needlework, such as steam stitch,
and brings a wonderful depth to embroideries.
20gr. Skeins (about 160mt.)

Price: € 5.80 (incl. VAT)
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